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SUMMARY: The response of the European Union to the financial crises included the establishment of bodies dedicated to macro-

prudential as well as microprudential supervision called European System of Financial Supervisors. As result of the reform 

regulatory powers have been delegated to sector-specific European Supervisory Authorities in charge of microprudential super-

vision. The delegation could contravene the Lisbon primary law, especially the related case law followed by the Court of Justice

of the European Union as the so-called Meroni doctrine restricts the delegation of concrete binding decision-making powers on

European agencies like ESAs. However their power to issue individual decisions, addressed to financial institutions, could be

considered as required tool in crisis management which makes it obvious that the primary EU law on European agencies needs

to be clarified and broadened.1
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EEUROPEAN CRISIS MANAGEMENT AND
THE INSTITUTIONAL RESPONSE OF THE
EUROPEAN UNION BY THE ESTABLISHMENT
OF THE EUROPEAN SYSTEM 
OF FINANCIAL SUPERVISORS

“The internal market is less popular than ever,
yet it is more needed than ever”.2 The still pres-
ent crisis was the result of financial and mone-
tary imbalances, inappropriate regulation, weak
supervision, poor macroprudential oversight
and different market failures. These have been
the major statements of the de Larosiére
Report, which was written in order to give
advice on the future of European financial reg-
ulation and supervision.3 Regarding the regula-
tory, supervisory and crisis management fail-

ures it has been made clear that cross-border
activities of several market players and the inte-
grated financial market as such can no longer
be regulated and supervised on national level.
Due to free flow of capital the Internal Market
as well as the single Member States were
exposed to financial infection originated from
the United States. Additionally, the Report
notes, that “EU supervisory arrangements
placed too much emphasis on the supervision
of individual firms, and too little on the macro-
prudential side, thus, effective macro-pruden-
tial supervision must encompass all sectors of
finance and not be confined to single market
players”.4 The cross-border element of EU
financial markets made the situation even
worse. Especially for “the larger financial insti-
tutions the Member States had to react quickly
and pragmatically to avoid a banking failure”.
These actions and steps “given the speed ofE-mail address: laszlo.szegedi.@ajk.elte.hu
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events, for obvious reasons were not fully
coordinated and led sometimes to negative
spill-over effects on other Member States”.5 As
a result, it is obvious that the “too big to”
approach could also be applied in context of
European Internal Market. The precise causes
will presumably be subject of further evalua-
tion, however the European Union has
responded relative quickly to the crisis with the
establishment of a supervisory network called
European System of Financial Supervisors
(ESFS) following the recommendations of the
Report. The ESFS consist of the European
System Risk Board (ESRB) which conducts the
macroprudential financial supervision and of
the European Supervisory Authorities (ESAs,
Authorities) being in charge of micropruden-
tial supervision. 

The lack of systematic risk oversight has
been identified as one of main crisis causes in
the Report, therefore, the institutional
response of the European Union included the
establishment of a body exclusively dedicated
to macroprudential supervision called
European System Risk Board. Due to its soft
law legal status without legally-binding powers
and interconnectedness with European Central
Bank (ECB), however, the ESRB – in view of
Ferran and Alexander – “finds a way around
perceived limits on the powers that can be del-
egated to regulatory agencies in the current
legal order, and sidesteps some of the acute
political sensitivities about the centralisation of
supervisory responsibilities”.6 Therefore this
article will focus primarily on the issues related
to the legal status of the ESAs and will not
address the functionality and legal status of the
ESRB. 

On the level of microprudential supervision
the EU has followed the tendency called mush-
rooming of agencies7 by the establishing of
European Supervisory Authorities. The crisis
made it obvious that the fragmented European
financial supervision with former 3L3

Committees mainly responsible for enhancing
coordination and cooperation between nation-
al supervisory bodies, however without real
powers, was not able to face the challenges of
the crisis. The institutional and instrumental
approach outlined in main recommendations of
the de Larosiére Report required that key com-
petences be transferred to the new European
Authorities.8 Their regulatory capacity also
includes the power to issue individual decisions
addressed to financial institutions in emer-
gency situations. However, (regulatory) agen-
cies are still considered as unique bodies under
the Lisbon primary law as not being mentioned
in the Treaties. Additionally the Meroni doc-
trine of the Court of Justice of the European
Union (ECJ, Court) strictly limits the delega-
tion of powers to this type of bodies.9

This article is intended to elaborate the reg-
ulatory powers of the ESAs by issuing legally
binding acts in light of Meroni doctrine, and
competing the models of different scholars.
Consequently, this issue refers to future func-
tion of financial supervision on EU level, as
well as the potential gaping holes concerning
the place of agencies in the institutional struc-
ture of the European Union.

THE MERONI DOCTRINE VERSUS 
SUBSTANTIAL POWERS TO SUPERVISE
FINANCIAL MARKET ON EU LEVEL

The institutional package launched in response
to the financial crisis did not change the basic
allocation of competences concerning the
financial supervision between the competent
bodies of national and supranational level. The
national competent authorities (NCAs) are
responsible for the day-to-day supervision just
as before. However the ESAs could get
involved in the supervision under extraordinary
circumstances. The provisions of the regula-
tions10 (Regulations), which has established
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the ESAs, contain mostly similar rules as it was
generally intended that these bodies would
function under similar legal regime. There are
no general rules governing the creation and
operation of (regulatory) agencies; however,
different scholars identified their consistent
patterns.11 The ESAs can be categorised as
such, because they have relative autonomy, own
legal personality, permanent mandate, have also
been created as independent bodies by the
Union law in order to conduct specific tasks.12

These tasks are as follows: to contribute to the
establishment of high-quality common regula-
tory and supervisory standards and practices;
to contribute to the consistent application of
legally binding Union acts; preventing regula-
tory arbitrage, mediating and settling disagree-
ments between (national) competent authori-
ties; and ensuring effective and consistent
supervision of financial institutions, ensuring a
coherent functioning of colleges of supervisors
and taking actions, inter alia, in emergency sit-
uations.13 Additionally the ESAs monitor and
assess market developments, undertake eco-
nomic analyses of markets to inform the dis-
charge of the Authority’s functions.
Furthermore, they contribute to the consistent
and coherent functioning of colleges of super-
visors, conduct consumer protection tasks, and
closely cooperate with the ESRB.14

As for the powers to achieve the abovemen-
tioned tasks the ESAs can draft legally binding
regulatory and implementing technical stan-
dards.15 In extraordinary circumstances the
Authorities are also entitled to take legally
binding individual decisions addressed to
NCAs as well as to certain market players.
This could potentially lead to concerns that the
Authorities have also been empowered to issue
individual decisions addressed to financial
institutions in emergency situations. As a
result, they could have a direct role in market
supervision on the same level as Member
States. 

The Court of Justice has stated in the Meroni
judgement, that regulatory powers conferred
upon Community agencies must not involve a
“discretionary power, implying a wide margin of
discretion which may according to the use
which is made of it, make possible the execution
of actual economic policy”.16 In Romano the
Court added, that the delegation of legislative
powers were also precluded, especially of taking
own policy choices.17 Legal scholars also refer to
taking clear policy decisions as restriction of
delegation, which could influence the institu-
tional balance of the Union.18 The legal basis of
this concern on the allocation of powers
between national and supranational level – using
the concept of ECJ interpreted by Siekmann – is
that “the Member States have empowered the
Community to act this way (e.g. direct supervi-
sion) as far as the competent bodies of the
Community law are being mentioned in the
Treaties, thus having the required democratic
legitimacy”.19 However, (regulatory) agencies
are considered as non-treaty bodies, because
they are neither mentioned in the Treaties nor in
Lisbon primary law. The national-level authori-
ties are still primarily in charge of EU law’s
implementation, even if this decentralised struc-
ture could lead to several deficiencies, while
agencies remained unique non-treaty bodies due
to lack of specific primary law provisions for
their establishment and functioning. As Vetter
mentions „the use of former Article 308 EC
Treaty, that required unanimity and allowed only
consultation right for the European Parliament,
has recently been taken over by policy-specific
provisions, which guarantee the legal basis for
concrete decisions of agencies as well as for the
realisation of their mission in general”.20 It was
intended long ago to secure sector-neutral legal
basis for the establishement of EU agencies in
EU primary law, however, it had not been
included in draft Treaty establishing a
Constitution for the EU. The subject of this
article could demonstrate, that there is a clear
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demand to regulate this issue to some extent,
since Article 114 as legal basis for the establish-
ment of ESAs is considered to be one of the
most controversial steps taken by EU legislator
in the institutional package of ESFS.21

Swift adoptation of common rules on agen-
cies cannot be expected due to their diverse
nature and unwillingness to shift the institu-
tional status quo, even if the Commission has
already drafted an inter-institutional agreement
and proposed a communication22 in this
regard. The Communication concerned noted
that the lack of required regulation makes the
system of (regulatory) agencies „untranspar-
ent, and raise doubts about their accountability
and legitimacy”. Taking into consideration the
mushrooming tendency, the Europeanisation
of powers and related constitutional considera-
tions, this article advocates the institutionalisa-
tion of (regulatory) agencies in primary law. 

Meanwhile, there is still a lack of common
approach regarding, whether the related judge-
ments of ECJ and statements of scholars could
be applied uniformly as so-called Meroni doc-
trine. In my view the fact that the original
judgement of 1950s has been cited twice even
in recent years23 is testify to the doctrine-based
approach – providing it still has a substanial
impact on EU’s recent institutional structure.24

In light of the abovementioned concern it is yet
to be decided, whether the Authorities as non-
treaty bodies could be empowered to directly
conduct supervision of the financial market on
the level of the Member States, even if these are
exceptional tools. According to Zwart the eco-
nomic regulatory agencies, which are required
to be independent from the executive branch,
must have wide margin of discretionary as well
as formal rule-making power concerning their
own market sector.25 Due to these require-
ments of the case-law, the ESAs' power of issu-
ing legally binding acts by drafting technichal
standards and taking individual decisions,
should be further evaluated.

LEGALLY BINDING ACTS ISSUED BY THE
EUROPEAN SUPERVISORY AUTHORITIES 

According to the Preamble to the Regulations
there is a clear demand to “introduce an effective
instrument to establish harmonised regulatory
technical standards in financial services to
ensure, also through a single rulebook, a level
playing field and adequate protection of deposi-
tors, investors and consumers across the Union”
– or in certain matters, by drafting implement-
ing technical standards.26 The areas where the
ESAs may draft technical standards are always
defined by Union law, which never involve poli-
cy choices.27 Finally, the Commission has been
empowered to endorse those standards by
means of delegated acts in order to give them
binding legal effect, therefore, the required dem-
ocratic legitimacy can be ensured while respect-
ing the institutional balance. Consequently the
ESAs Regulations meet the requirements of the
doctrine concerned, formally that of Romano
judgement in this case. 

Adopting individual, legally binding deci-
sions as such can only be used in extraordinary
circumstances, such as breach of Union law,
emergency situations and dispute resolution
between NCAs in cross-border situations.28

Generally the power of ESAs to adopt individ-
ual decisions is highly dependant on certain
preconditions. Taking individual decisions con-
sists of a two-staged process and can only be
applied as an ultima ratio tool, as a binding
decision of the Authorities directly obliges the
national authorities to take concrete steps. If
the NCA does not comply and the underlying
acts are directly applicable to individual institu-
tions of Member States, the ESAs may address
them, requiring the necessary action to comply
with its obligations, including the cessation of
any practice. Furthermore during the legislative
phase of the establishment of ESFS the issue of
institutional balance has also been raised
regarding the power to declare an emergency
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situation. Both the ESRB and the ESAs wanted
to be assigned this task, however in the end, the
Council has been empowered to decide on the
declaration. Additionally the location of power
has “particular political sensitivity – as Ferran
and Alexander noted – because the declaration
of an emergency situation acts as a trigger for
the ESAs in exceptional circumstances to inter-
vene more directly in the supervision of finan-
cial market activity”.29 As some kind of safe-
guard mechanism the Authorities shall also
ensure that no such individual decision
impinges in any way on the fiscal responsibili-
ties of Member States, a matter which is to be
decided by the legitimate Council in case of a
dispute between the Member State and the
Authority.30

In my view no “discretionary power, imply-
ing a wide margin of discretion” has been con-
ferred to the Authorities by transferring power
to take individual decisions addressed to finan-
cial institutions, as this measure could rather be
considered as an ultima ratio tool, which can
only be used in exceptional situations based on
preliminary decisions taken by other legitimate
bodies of the Union. 

Nevertheless some authors have expressed
their doubts in relation to the delegation of
such powers, which does not specifically refer
to the Meroni doctrine, but rather generally
focuses on the lack of required democratic
legitimacy. The decision on individual acts, for-
mally taken by members of the Board of
Supervisors (BoS), could illustrate the demo-
cratic deficit implied in decision-making mech-
anisms of such agencies. The BoS, as the main
internal body of the Authority, shall be com-
posed of the non-voting Chairperson of the
Authority, one non-voting representative of
the Commission, one non-voting representa-
tive of the ECB, one non-voting representative
of the ESRB, one non-voting representative of
each of the other two European Supervisory
Authorities and the head of the NCAs, who

shall be voting members. In Siekmann’s view
the individual decisions, addressed to financial
institutions of a certain Member State yet
taken by heads of national authorities from a
different Member States, could be considered
as illegitimate due to the lack of required legit-
imacy in cross-border context.31 His concept is
primarily based on independence, ensured for
voting BoS members, which precludes their
accountability towards other Member States.32

Presumably the legislator of the Union has
taken the regulation of the ECB as model to be
followed concerning the independence of deci-
sion-makers, however, these guarantees con-
cerning the ECB have been laid down in pri-
mary law, unlike in case of financial supervision
on the EU level.33 This aspect of institutional
gaps in decision-making and decisions, formal-
ly taken by agencies, practically by representa-
tives of different Member States, makes it obvi-
ous that it is necessary to clarify and broaden
the primary law on European agencies. In light
of most recent events on announcing non-eco-
nomic requirements imposed by supranational
organisations originally based on economic
cooperation it also reveals the importance of
democratic deficit. 

FLEXIBLE INTERPRETATION OF MERONI
DOCTRINE 

Nevertheless it is subject of legal debates
whether the Meroni still poses a serious obsta-
cle to the creation of further agencies at the
European level.

In view of some scholars the Meroni cannot
be applied to contemporary EU agencies, and
consequently to the ESAs, due to reinterpreta-
tion of institutional balance by the Court and
to the Europeanisation of powers concept –
that the delegation of implementing powers
stems from Member States instead of EU insti-
tutions.34
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Some authors have also added that Meroni
might allow a more flexible approach by use of
mechanisms which could compensate for the
shifted institutional balance due to delegation
of powers. Griller and Orator concluded, that
the rationale of doctrine could be preserved
by the overall result of steering and control, if
this amounts to an adequate level of input-ori-
ented legitimacy (democratic exercise of pub-
lic authortity) and output-oriented legitimacy
(efficency-based approach with reliance on
expertise of the independent agencies) and
institutional balance.35 The mechanisms con-
cerned include securing the prerogatives of
the Legislature while safeguarding the
Commission’s prerogatives in implementing
Union legislation, securing legal remedies
against acts issued by agencies and general polit-
ical accountability by enforcing budgetary disci-
pline or influencing the appointment of direc-
tors and of other decision-makers by combin-
ing elements revealed by legal literature.36 This
chapter will elaborate whether the flexible
Meroni model could be applied in case of ESAs.

As for the prerogatives of the Legislature
and input-oriented legitimation the Authorities
were certainly set up under the ordinary leg-
islative procedure ensuring extensive participa-
tion of the European Parliament. However, the
specific Treaty provision used in the legislative
phase of establishment is a subject of debate
among legal scholars.37 Additionally the
European Parliament has repeatedly called for a
reinforced parliamentary supervision of
European agencies38 – this has not yet been
enacted, however certain confirmation prerog-
atives and declaration power have been ensured
for the European Parliament and for the
Council as evaluated below.

Regarding the Commission’s prerogatives
and institutional balance in phase of issuing
legally binding acts by the Authorities the
Commission is generally in charge of endors-
ing technical standards drafted by ESAs.

During the drafting procedure the Authority
shall conduct open public consultations and
request the opinion of the sector-specific
Stakeholder Groups. Meanwhile the
Commission shall not change the content of
the draft technical standards prepared by the
Authority without prior coordination with
the Authority. However the Commission
may adopt both types of standards if the
Authority does not submit the draft standard
within the time limits laid down in the
Regulations.39 Due to the different legal basis
of delegation the European Parliament and
the Council have different roles in adopting
the two types of technical standards. 

Regulatory standards are endorsed by the
Commission due to the delegation of power of
the European Parliament and of the Council
according to Article 290 of the Treaty on the
Functioning of the EU (TFEU), and their del-
egation could therefore be revoked.
Additionally the European Parliament and the
Council may submit objections to regulatory
standards, initiate consultation between the
responsible commissioner, together with the
Chairperson of the Authority to present and
explain their differences in case of non-
endorsement or amendment of draft regulatory
technical standards by the Commission.40 In
case of implementing technical standards the
European Parliament and the Council do not
have these kinds of prerogatives, because
Article 291 TFEU as the legal basis of imple-
menting standards primarily appoints Member
States to control the Commission’s exercise of
implementing powers.  

As for issuing legally binding, individual
decisions in the case of a breach of Union law,
emergency situations and dispute resolution
between NCAs, the ESAs could act much more
independently in principle, while the coopera-
tion with other Union bodies remains less sub-
stantial. However the European Parliament, the
Council, the Commission or the sector-specif-
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ic Stakeholder Group can also initiate the
investigation of the alleged breach or non-
application of Union law.41 Action in emer-
gency situations is determined by the fact that
the Council has been empowered to declare it,
though the ESRB and the ESAs wanted to be
assigned in this respect as mentioned above.42

Nevertheless issuing legally binding, individual
decisions by ESAs does not prejudice the
power of the Commission pursuant to Article
258 TFEU on initiating infringement proce-
dure. Generally the Commission’s prerogatives
as well as those of other Union institutions and
bodies are guaranteed to some extent, however
the steering and control mechnism of the EU
and the relationship between legislative and
executive levels cannot be compared with that
of Member States in this regard.

In relation to the third option of compen-
sation mechanisms, legal remedies are guaran-
teed relatively widely against the legally bind-
ing acts issued by ESAs. Any natural or legal
person, including competent authorities, may
appeal against individual decisions or against
a decision which, although in the form of a
decision addressed to another person, is of
direct and individual concern to that per-
son.43 Consequently appeals are considered
as a tool targeted to protect subjective rights.
The Board of Appeal as a joint body of the
three Authorities decides on the matter, for
which members shall be independent and
impartial.44 Furthermore proceedings may be
brought before the ECJ, contesting a decision
taken by the Board of Appeal or, in cases
where there is no right of appeal before the
Board of Appeal, by the Authority. Apart
from the Authority Member States and the
Union institutions, natural or legal persons
may also institute proceedings before the
Court of Justice of the European Union
against decisions of the Authority.45 In this
regard the amendment to Treaties due to
Lisbon primary law has broadened the pro-

tection through legal remedies, as it has been
added “the Court shall also review the legali-
ty of acts of bodies, offices or agencies of the
Union intended to produce legal effects vis-
à-vis third parties”.46 Therefore, an effective
level of legal protection is guaranteed
through legal remedies – as Saurer noted –
although there is still a lack of common regu-
lation on general legal protection against acts
issued by agencies.47

As for the political accountability the budget
of the Authorities can be influenced by bodies
which achieve a sufficient level of legitimation.
The revenues of the Authorities shall consist of
obligatory contributions from the national
authorities, of subsidies from the Union,
entered in the General Budget of the European
Union (Commission Section), and of fees paid
to the Authorities. According to the calculation
of the Commission the contribution of
Member States will amount to 60% and Union
funding 40% of the total ESA budget, which
shows that the European Union as well as
Member States can significantly influence the
budget of ESAs.48 Siekmann has, however,
added that the phrase “subsidy” could be con-
sidered as an indicator, which made it obvious –
in his view – that the democratic deficit of agen-
cies cannot be fully compensated by budgetary
tools of Union institutions and bodies.49

The Chairperson as main representative of
the Authority and its Executive Director as its
operative leader are appointed and can be
removed by the BoS depending on confirma-
tion by the European Parliament.50 The com-
position of the Management Board, which is in
charge of preparation of BoS decisions, opera-
tive tasks and personnel policy is similarly
reliant on the appointments taken by the
BoS.51 Consequently some influence is ensured
for the input-oriented European Parliament
without full political accountability of BoS
members due to the abovementioned institu-
tional gap on decision-making of the
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Authorities. Alternatively the establishment of
sector-specific Stakeholder Groups as an input-
oriented basis of legitimation, which shall be
consulted while drafting technical standards,
could not fill in the institutional gap con-
cerned, as the members of the Groups are also
appointed by the BoS.52

As for my conclusion concerning the flexible
Meroni model the steering and control powers
conferred to the Union bodies and to Member
States in relation to Authorities could amount
to an adequate level of legitimacy and preserve
the required institutional balance. In my view
the Lisbon primary law cannot be considered as
absolutely restrictive concerning the delegation
of powers due to the position of the
Commission, while the protection of rights
through legal remedies has also been broadened
in relation to acts issued by agencies. Certainly
the structure of the Union concerning the
institutional balance and required legitimacy
cannot be compared with that of sovereign
Member States. Thus, the restriction of delega-
tion of concrete binding decision-making pow-
ers should be further assessed, taking into con-
sideration the concrete acts issued by the
Authorities.

CONCLUSION 

The institutional response of the Union by the
establishment of ESFS revealed the boundries
of transferring powers to EU agencies again.
The reoccurance of this dilemma could be
expected as the basic structure of the Union
has not been changed substantially due to the
Lisbon Treaty, however the EU in the era of
mushrooming agencies cannot be considered as
a mere law-making community anymore. Even
if integration has slowed down, there are some
questions that must be answered on the current
level of integration, including that of delega-
tion of powers to European (regulatory) agen-

cies, in order to restructure then maintain the
well-functioning internal market. 

However, the Vice President of the ESRB
has also noted that the ESFS as such and the
Authorities should not be seen as an absolute
solution for the European financial crisis, not
even with the strengthened powers conferred
to Authorities. In his view creating the market
structure, which can facilitate to obey the sec-
tor-specific code of conduct by market players,
could be as important as the establishment of
the supervisory network itself.53 As for the
potential future tendency of allocation of pow-
ers it could be seen as an indicator that the
European Securities and Markets Authority has
been made responsible for registration and
ongoing supervision of credit rating agencies
from July 2011.54

Additionally these market deficiencies and
delegation of regulatory powers to agencies are
not confined to financial sector and financial
supervision. For instance the European
Aviation Safety Agency may amend, suspend
or revoke airworthiness and environmental cer-
tifications.55

The current constellation of the institution-
al gap is also based on the discrepancy that the
dynamics of financial markets are hard to rec-
oncile with the restrictions on delegation of
substantial powers to sector-specific agencies,
even if the Meroni doctrine could be interpret-
ed in a more flexible way. Considering the crit-
ics of scholars over ESFS led me to the conclu-
sion that the institutional response in form of
ESAs could be quick enough, however trans-
parency, accountablity and legitimacy need to
be guaranteed in principle, while there is a clear
demand to reconsider the EU law’s implemen-
tation in this form. Consequently it is general-
ly required – in my view – to lay down the basic
rules on European (regulatory) agencies in the
Treaties, which is not just in the interest of the
financial sector but in the sector-neutral inter-
est of the whole European Union. 
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